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ABSTRACT
We report on 26 lunar occultation events observed in the context of a program started
at Devasthal in 2017. In addition to the customary observations with the 1.3-m tele-
scope, we report here also the first attempts performed with the TIRCAM2 camera at
the 3.6-m DOT telescope in the near-IR. The results consist in the first-time angular
diameters for two late-type giants, in a measurement of the well-known AGB pulsat-
ing variable SW Vir, and in the measurement of eight small separation binaries one of
which is detected for the first time (HR 1860). We also measured the wider binaries
SAO 94431 and 55 Tau (twice). The remaining sources were found to be unresolved
with upper limits as small as 1 milliarcsecond. We plan to develop further the high-
speed capability of the TIRCAM2 instrument, so as to include in our program also
more near-infrared, highly extincted sources.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The scope and methods of the lunar occultation (LO) pro-
gram at Devasthal have been described in detail in our pre-
vious papers (Richichi et al. 2017a, 2018) so that we keep
the discussion to a minimum in the present work. We use
the LO technique mainly for two purposes: to investigate
properties of late-type giants such as angular diameter, ef-
fective temperature and in the case of very evolved star the
possible presence of circumstellar matter; and to study sub-
arcsecond separation binary stars which are either already
known but with incomplete data, or discover new systems.
In the case of binary stars, adding observations at epochs,
position angles or filters not hitherto obtained is crucial to
complete the knowledge of the orbit and of the spectral type
of the components.
Although obviously limited in the selection of the
sources, by the one-dimensional projection of the results
and by the fixed-time nature of the events, LO have sev-
eral advantages that make them still very attractive. Among
them, the very efficient use of telescope time, the inexpen-
sive instrumentation, the combination of high sensitivity and
high angular resolution, the relatively simple and model-
independent data reduction, and being largely not limited
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by seeing and telescope diameter while achieving routinely
milliarcsecond (mas) resolution.
We report here on 26 LO events, with instrumentation
and data analysis briefly summarised in Sect. 2. Eleven of
these events include either stars with a resolved angular di-
ameters or binary stars, which we discuss individually in
Sect. 3. We also provide a few comments on the unresolved
sources.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
All events were recorded at Devasthal (India) with two dif-
ferent telescopes and instruments, both operated by the
Aryabhatta Research Institute of Observational Sciences
(ARIES). A log of the observations is provided in Table 1,
which follows the style used in Richichi et al. (2018). The
first few columns list the date, time, type of event (disap-
pearance or reappearance), source designation, V magnitude
and spectrum. These latter were compiled from the Simbad
database.
Mainly, we used the 1.3-m telescope equipped with a
512x512 pixels frame transfer ANDOR iXon EMCCD. More
details were given in Richichi et al. (2017a). We employed
small sub-windows positioned at the center of the detector,
with pixel areas as listed under the Sub column in Table 1.
Rebinning was also employed as listed in column Bin. The
© 2020 The Authors
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integration time and the effective sampling time in ms are
listed under τ and ∆T, respectively. The filters employed
were either Cousins R or I.
Also, we employed for the first time for LO work the
near-IR camera TIRCAM2 (Naik et al. 2012; Baug et al.
2018) developed by the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research (TIFR), mounted at the Cassegrain main port
of the 3.6-m ARIES Devasthal Optical Telescope (DOT;
Kumar et al. 2018). TIRCAM2 is a closed-cycle Helium
cryo-cooled imaging camera equipped with a Raytheon
512×512 pixels InSb Aladdin III Quadrant focal plane ar-
ray (FPA). The field of view (FOV) of the TIRCAM2 is
86.′′5 × 86.′′5 with a plate scale of 0.′′169. The full-width at
half-maximum of the stellar images was ∼ 0.′′7. TIRCAM2
provides sampling time of ∼ 256ms for the full frame, there-
fore for LO work we have used a sub-array window of 32×32
pixels to increase the readout rate. The resulting sampling
time consists of window readout time (∼ 6ms) as well as
other overheads and can vary from 16ms to 48ms most
of the time. The TIRCAM2 observations, all recorded in a
broad-band K filter, were obtained at an early phase of the
commissioning of this instrument on the 3.6-m telescope.
In fact, three more observations were attempted in October
2017: although the occultations were detected, the data were
not useful for a quantitative analysis and are therefore not
listed in Table 1.
The last two columns of Table 1 list the signal-to-noise
ratio S/N of the best fit, and the type of result. LO pre-
dictions are made with our software using a wide range of
catalogs, and the data enter our archive with source names
which do not follow a particular rule. To help in looking
them up, we provide in Table 2 a list of cross-identifications
especially aimed at binary star researchers.
In all cases, for our data analysis we convolved the filter
transmission with the response of the corresponding detec-
tor, and we took into account the finite integration time, the
primary diameter and the secondary obstruction.
The data products were FITS cubes, which were con-
verted to photometric light curves using a digital extrac-
tion mask hand-tailored in each case to the seeing and im-
age motion of the source. This process was described in
Richichi et al. (2018) and references therein. Only about 1-
2 s of data were analyzed, corresponding to an apparent lu-
nar motion of ≈ 2′′ on the sky.
The light curves were then analyzed using both a model-
dependent (LSM) and a model-independent (CAL) method.
These are recalled e.g. in Richichi et al. (2017a). The LSM
provides values and errors for free parameters such as angu-
lar diameter, or projected separation and fluxes for binary
and multiple stars. Scintillation can be accounted for to some
extent. CAL is iterative, and provides a brightness profile of
the source derived from maximum-likelihood criteria. The
errors associated with the parameters (LSM) and the uncer-
tainties on the brightness profiles (CAL) have been discussed
in the mentioned references.
3 RESULTS
The list of stars which we found to be resolved or binary is
provided in chronological order in Table 3, which also follows
the format used in our previous papers. Columns 2 through
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Figure 1. Top panel: left, disappearance light curve (dots) for
IRC -20478 and best fit by a UD model of 2.57 mas (solid line), in-
cluding a scintillation correction by Legendre polynomials. Right,
reappearance light curve (dots) for ψ Leo and best fit by a UD
model of 3.03 mas (solid line). The two curves have been normal-
ized in intensity, and rescaled in x-axis to the time of geometrical
occultation. Note that the absolute limb speed is about 50% faster
for ψ Leo, see Table 3. Bottom panel: the fit residuals for the two
cases, also normalized and offset by arbitrary amounts for clarity.
6 refer to the geometry of the event, listing respectively the
measured rate of the event V, its deviation from the pre-
dicted rate Vt, the local lunar limb slope ψ, and the effective
position and contact angles, PA and CA respectively. Due to
limitations in the time sampling, V could not be computed
from the data of the TIRCAM2 observations, thus the ψ field
is empty and all other quantities are the predicted values.
Column 7 lists the best-fitting angular diameter in the uni-
form disk approximation (UD). For binaries, columns 8 and
9 list the projected separation (along the PA direction from
primary to secondary) and the brightness ratio, respectively.
In the following subsections we briefly discuss our re-
sults individually for each resolved star, following the same
order as Table 3. A brief discussion of the unresolved sources
is provided in Sect. 3.13.
3.1 IRC -20478
Only 2 previous LO events were reported for this bright
K1/K2 giant, without being resolved (Africano et al. 1976;
Eitter & Beavers 1979). We recorded the light curve shown
in Fig. 1 under good conditions in R band, allowing us to
measure this source for the first time. The data are best
fitted by an UD angular diameter of 2.57 ± 0.04mas, which
can be compared to the expected value of 2.6 mas (van Belle
1999). The normalized χ2 value of this fit is 1.3, while for
comparison it is 2.0 for a fit by a point source.
3.2 ψ Leo
No high angular resolution measurements by any technique
have been reported for this M giant, apart from a mid-
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2020)
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Table 1. List of observed events
Date Time (UT) Type Source V Sp Filter Sub Bin τ ∆T S/N Notes1
2017 Oct 07 20:39 R µ Cet 4.3 A9IIIp R 32×32 2×2 2.28 2.75 11.4 Tm
2017 Oct 08 18:21 R SAO 93529 8.9 F8 R 32×32 2×2 4.00 4.48 5.9 Bin
2017 Oct 08 19:03 R SAO 93532 6.7 G5 R 32×32 2×2 3.00 3.48 38.4 UR
2017 Oct 09 19:15 R SAO 94056 8.4 N? I 32×32 2×2 4.00 4.48 30.5 UR
2017 Oct 25 13:32 D IRC -20478 4.9 K1/2III R 16×16 2×2 2.00 2.47 67.4 Dm
2017 Nov 01 12:54 D IRC +00008 9.7 M5 I 16×16 2×2 3.00 3.47 23.1 UR
2017 Nov 05 21:23 R 55 Tau 6.9 F8V R 32×32 2×2 4.00 4.48 23.3 WB
2017 Nov 06 00:21 R DO 11286 10.3 I 32×32 2×2 4.00 4.48 9.3 Bin
2017 Nov 06 17:58 R SAO 94431 7.2 B3V R 32×32 2×2 4.00 4.48 6.8 WB
2017 Dec 01 16:35 D µ Cet 4.3 A9IIIp I 16×16 2×2 2.50 2.97 52.0 Bin
2017 Dec 30 14:06 D SAO 93803 7.2 A0 R 16×16 2×2 4.00 4.47 22.9 Bin
2017 Dec 30 17:14 D SAO 93838 6.6 K1III I 16×16 2×2 3.00 3.47 41.6 UR
2017 Dec 30 19:14 D 55 Tau 6.9 F8V I 16×16 2×2 4.00 4.47 22.4 WB
2018 Jan 04 22:20 R ψ Leo 5.4 M2III I 16×16 2×2 3.00 3.48 104.7 Dm
2018 Jan 08 20:49 R SW Vir 6.9 M7III: I 32×32 2×2 2.28 2.75 26.3 Dm
2018 Apr 04 19:35 R SAO 159887 8.9 K0III I 32×32 2×2 4.00 4.48 3.8 UR
2018 May 182 14:32 D IRC -20156 8.5 C-N5III: K 32×32 No 6.40 16 30.3 UR
2018 May 212 17:19 D SAO 98770 9.4 F8 K 32×32 No 6.40 32 18.1 Bin
2018 Oct 21 15:34 D HD 221925 7.8 F0V R 32×32 2×2 3.00 3.48 5.4 Bin
2018 Dec 26 19:16 R SAO 98568 8.0 M2.5III R 32×32 2×2 4.00 4.48 14.8 UR
2019 Jan 18 16:37 D HD 36230 8.2 K5 I 16×16 2×2 3.00 3.47 36.3 UR
2019 Jan 18 18:25 D HR 1860 6.2 B6V R 16×16 2×2 2.50 2.97 19.2 Bin
2019 Jan 19 16:26 D SAO 78514 8.0 K2 I 16×16 2×2 3.00 3.48 10.3 UR
2019 Jan 19 18:26 D AX Gem 9.5 M5 I 16×16 2×2 3.00 3.47 5.1 Tm
2019 Jan 19 19:13 D SAO 78587 8.6 K0 I 16×16 2×2 3.50 3.97 6.7 UR
2020 Jan 05 15:50 D HR 797 6.3 A2V I 21×21 2×2 3.00 3.48 17.3 Bin
1: Tm = event close to the lunar terminator; UR = unresolved; Dm = resolved diameter ; Bin = binary ; WB = wide binary.
2: TIRCAM2 at DOT 3.6m.
Table 2. List of source cross-identifications
µ Cet HD 17094 HIP 12828 SAO 110723 WDS J02449+1007 HR 813
SAO 93529 HIP 16991 WDS J03385+1336AB
SAO 93532 HD 22682 HIP 17049
SAO 94056 HD 29496
IRC -20478 HD 169420 HIP 90289 SAO 186794 WDS J18254-2033AB 21 Sgr, HR6896
IRC +00008 SAO 128708 FG Psc
55 Tau HD 27383 HIP 20215 SAO 93870 WDS J04199+1631AB
DO 11286 TYC 1301-780-1
SAO 94431 HD 34251 HIP 24612 WDS J05167+1826AB
SAO 93803 HD 26380 HIP 19519
SAO 93838 HD 27029 HIP 19960
ψ Leo HD 84194 HIP 47723 SAO 98733 WDS J09437+1401A 16 Leo, HR3866
SW Vir HD 114961 HIP 64569 SAO 139236
SAO 159887 HD 147474
IRC -20156 HD 67507 HIP 39751 SAO 175215 RU Pup
SAO 98770 WDS J09476+1419AB
HD 221925 HIP 116488 SAO 146801 WDS J23363-0707AB
SAO 98568 HD 81540 HIP 46311
HD 36230 SAO 77223
HR 1860 HD 36589 HIP 26072 SAO 77255
SAO 78514 HD 46467 HIP 31353
AX Gem HD 260525
SAO 78587 HD 261221
HR 797 HD 16861 HIP 12647 SAO 93067 85 Cet
IR LO mentioned by Stecklum et al. (1999) who only used
it as a test. We could record a LO light curve with high
S/N as shown in Fig. 1, leading to an angular diameter of
3.03 ± 0.03mas. The empirical prediction based on the class
and color was 3.6mas (van Belle 1999), indicating some pos-
sible discrepancy. The compilation by Eggleton & Tokovinin
(2008) does not report suspected multiplicity for ψ Leo. It
was also not revealed as a spectroscopic binary in a survey
by Famaey et al. (2009).
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Table 3. Summary of results: angular sizes (top) and binaries (bottom)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Source V (m/ms) (V/Vt)–1 ψ(
◦) PA(◦) CA(◦) φUD (mas) Proj.Sep.(mas) Br. Ratio
IRC -20478 0.4368 13.7% 6.0 144 60 2.57±0.04
ψ Leo −0.6282 8.1% 7.3 266 152 3.03±0.03
SW Vir1 −0.588 − − 160 224 ≈ 17
SAO 93529 −0.7286 2.0% 2.3 41 154 20.3±2.2 7.9±1.4
SAO 944311 −0.746 − − 51 156 332.6±1.0 3.45±0.13
55 Tau −0.5839 −2.7% 2.4 291 214 137.2±0.9 3.10±0.05
DO 11286 −0.4578 7.5% 2.7 34 125 36.0±1.8 9.33±0.68
µ Cet 0.5137 61.5% 20.2 146 83 108.6±0.3 17.9±0.2
SAO 93803 0.5045 6.9% 3.1 199 −49 63.5±1.3 18.1±1.8
55 Tau 0.6569 6.1% 4.7 47 −33 556.3±3.2 2.64±0.02
SAO 987701 0.806 − − 79 −33 177.0±0.4 1.29±0.01
HD 2219251 0.341 − − 181 −57 165.0±1.4 2.61±0.07
HR 18602 0.4553 10.0% −5.5 215 −51 6.3±0.3 4.63±0.16
HR 797 0.3634 10.5% 3.7 123 63 11.2±1.4 1.51±0.14
1: V could not be computed from data, using predicted value. 2: possible triple
3.3 SW Vir
This is a bright AGB star, with a spectral type M7III and a
distance of 300 pc which result in a very large angular diam-
eter. As a result, it has been the subject of numerous investi-
gations with a wide range of techniques from LO, to speckle
and adaptive optics on large telescopes, to long-baseline in-
terferometry, that we do not attempt to list here. In general,
the photospheric angular diameter is found to be around 15-
20mas, with a significant scatter due to the wavelength of
observation, to intrinsic pulsation, and to the presence of a
circumstellar shell.
Our goal was to measure not only the diameter but to
also provide a model-independent brightness profile of both
photosphere and circumstellar shell in the style of what was
done e.g. for α Tau by Richichi et al. (2017a). Unfortunately,
this was not possible due to high-frequency fluctuations in
the signal of a not yet understood nature, possibly caused
by wind shaking of the telescope. We could only derive a
rough estimate of the angular diameter of ≈17mas, in line
with expectations.
3.4 SAO 93529
A previous LO of this star was reported by
Evans & Edwards (1981), who found it to be a single
star. Later on, SAO 93529 was suspected as binary from
Hipparcos astrometry and was confirmed in a speckle
measurement by Horch et al. (2002) with separation 0.′′37
along PA= 88◦. It has since been reported in several
publications, the latest being by Horch et al. (2017) who
found a separation of 0.′′30 along PA= 78◦ at epoch 2012.1.
Given the definite motion exhibited over the available time
span, our measurement adds to the database for a possible
orbit computation in the future. Horch et al. (2017) also
reported ∆(880nm) = 2.7mag, to be compared with our
∆R = 2.2mag.
3.5 SAO 94431 and 55 Tau
These two wide visual and speckle binaries have already been
extensively observed and have published orbital elements, so
that our measurements are just a mere confirmation. Per-
haps of interest are our accurate flux ratio determinations.
55 Tau is a a confirmed member of the Hyades open cluster
(Perryman et al. 1998).
3.6 DO 11286
This late-type star (IRAS 05255+1832) does not have a
spectral classification in the literature, although its B − V,
V −K colors and the GAIA distance of 1.2 kpc are indicative
of a mid-M type giant. It was first detected as binary by
Richichi et al. (1997), who could obtain two simultaneous
observations in October 1995 from two different sites. The
non-detection at one of the sites was used as a constraint
to infer a 0.′′1 to 0.′′3 actual separation in a southerly direc-
tion. Upon revisiting these older data, however, we found
that a mistake was made in the sign of the limb slope. The
actual PA of the 1995 measurement was in fact 322◦ and
not 106◦ as reported by Richichi et al. (1997). The ∆K was
2.2mag. No other high angular resolution measurements are
available.
Our present measurement confirms the binary nature of
DO 11286, and with ∆I of 2.4mag, comparable to the pre-
viously measured ∆K, it follows that the spectral types are
possibly quite similar for the two components. The uncer-
tainty in the estimate of the main spectral type and possible
variability prevent us from a more precise classification of
the components.
If we assume that the total system mass is about 1 M⊙
and that the projected separation of 0.′′036 in 2017 (or 43 au)
is close to the actual one, it would follow that P ' 280 yr.
If so, then the 22.1 yr interval between the two LO events
would be sufficiently small to warrant combining the pro-
jected separations. In this case, we find the actual separa-
tion to be 36.3mas along PA=41◦. Additional measurements
possibly by AO or speckle at a large telescope would be able
to confirm this result.
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2020)
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3.7 µ Cet
This interesting stellar system is a known speckle binary,
additionally found to have two more components – detected
so far only in the near-IR by LO. The situation has been
recently summarized by Dyachenko et al. (2018), who re-
ported two LO events observed from the Russian 6-m tele-
scope as well as simultaneous multi-wavelength speckle ob-
servations. The same events were observed also by us at
Devashtal, the first one in October 2017 with the 1.3-m and
the 3.6-m telescopes, and the second one in December of the
same year with the smaller telescope only.
Unfortunately, the first one was with a high lunar phase
and close to the terminator. Both telescopes recorded the
event, but TIRCAM2 at the 3.6-m was just at the first com-
missioning of the LO mode and did not allow us to derive
a useful light curve beyond the simple detection, while the
1.3-m data are affected by a rapidly varying background due
to the sunlit lunar mountains on the terminator and have
insufficient S/N to resolve the system.
The December 2017 data are instead of sufficient quality
to resolve at least the speckle companion with certainty. The
parameters are listed in Table 3. Our ∆I = 3.13mag is in
excellent agreement within errorbars with the LO result by
Dyachenko et al. (2018) of 3.16mag in a narrow continuum
filter at 850 nm. The position angle and projected separation
could be combined with those of the mentioned paper, but
in fact we note that in the presence of a high local limb slope
of 20◦, which is not too unusual at the given contact angle,
the result would have a significant uncertainty. This is in
any case less relevant given the extensive speckle coverage
of the system on the same date by Dyachenko et al. (2018).
3.8 SAO 93803
Like DO 11286, also SAO 93803 has an interesting record
of positive and negative binary detections. They are sum-
marized by Richichi et al. (2017b), who resolved the binary
once convincingly and once with borderline S/N in two
events in January and October 2016, respectively, both in
an SDSS r filter.
Our measurement in a Cousin R filter also detects the
companion. Richichi et al. (2017b) estimated that the period
could be of order ≈50 yr. On this premise, if we neglect the
1.9 yr interval and combine the January 2016 and December
2017 results we obtain a true separation of 0.′′123 along PA=
78
◦ at epoch ≈2017.0. There remains the intriguing aspect of
the difference in the brightness ratios, namely ∆r = 2.3mag
and ∆R = 3.1mag, respectively. This can be at least partly
explained by the fact that the transmission of the r and R
filters is sufficiently different, with the latter being sensitive
to less blue and much more red wavelengths. We note that an
AO-aided spectrograph could be used to obtain individual
spectra of the components.
3.9 SAO 98770
This F8 star has been known as a binary since several
decades, but has a sparse record of observations by visual
micrometer (Heintz 1980), by one previous LO (Blow et al.
1982), and by two speckle data points (Mason 1996;
Hartkopf et al. 2000). The separation of the components has
been reported between 0.′′15 and 0.′′435, with an upper limit
of < 0.′′036 in one case. Only the LO authors reported a mag-
nitude difference, namely 0.35mag in a RG610 filter. No or-
bital elements are known, and there is no available parallax
for the SAO 98770 system from either Hipparcos or GAIA.
The fact that the separation appears to vary significantly as
well as the high proper motion of almost 0.′′1/yr, however,
are suggestive of a rather nearby system with a relatively
short period.
Our measurement complements the set of separations,
and especially it adds the first near-IR magnitude difference
between the components. With ∆K = 0.28mag, the compan-
ion seems to be only slightly cooler than the primary. If the
primary is a F8 dwarf, the color difference R−K=1.18mag
suggests a spectral type around K0V for the secondary and
therefore a combined system mass ≈ 2M⊙ . With this as a
constraint, we find it difficult to reconcile the wide range of
measured separations with periods less than 100 yr, if we
have to assume the distance modulus implied by an F8V
main component. All these facts make SAO 98770 a very in-
teresting candidate for further high angular resolution stud-
ies, e.g. by speckle at a large telescope.
3.10 HD 221925
This relatively wide binary has been reported in about ten
publications by both visual and speckle observers starting
with Couteau (1958), and we add here the first LO mea-
surement. An orbit determination is still lacking.
3.11 HR 1860
Our LO data resolve HR 1860 as binary by means of
both model-dependent and model-independent methods, as
shown in Fig. 2. At the GAIA distance of 368 pc, the pro-
jected separation of 6.3mas translates to 2.3 au. The impli-
cation is that the orbital period could be as short as very
few years. Indeed, as shown by the CAL brightness profile
in Fig. 2, there is an indication of a further component even
closer in. The LSM analysis indicates a fit convergence for
a projected separation of 5mas and brightness ratio 1:19
against the primary, but as the signal is very close to the
noise limit and the improvement in χ2 is nil, we consider it
dubious and mention the possibility of a triple system only
for reference to future observers.
No previous high angular resolution measurements are
available for this bright B6 dwarf, with the exception of a LO
recorded in the visual with a 48-cm telescope by Trunkovskij
(1987) who found it to be unresolved. Until now, there had
been no indications of binarity in this star from other meth-
ods such as spectroscopy (Abt & Cardona 1984; Chini et al.
2012). This could be explained by a nearly on-sky inclination
of the system, and/or by a large difference in mass between
the components which would lead to an almost stationary
single-lined spectrum.
According to the CHARM2 catalog (Richichi et al.
2005), a total of 116 LO events of 72 unique B stars have
been published until 2004, with 31 or 43% found to be
binaries or multiples. This confirms the high binary frac-
tion already inferred for early, massive spectral types by
Chini et al. (2012).
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2020)
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Figure 2. Top panel: light curve (dots) for HR 1860, repeated
twice with an arbitrary scaling factor and offset. The upper solid
line is a fit by a point-like source, the lower solid line is the best fit
by a binary star, as described in the text. The times of occultation
of the A, B components are marked. The normalized χ2 values
for the two cases are also shown. Middle panel: the residuals for
the two fits, offset by arbitrary amounts for clarity. Bottom panel:
brightness profile reconstructed by the CAL method, normalized
to 1 at the peak of the primary and enlarged for clarity. Note the
possible presence of a third component, not included in the fit
shown.
3.12 HR 797
This source was first detected as a LO binary by Blow et al.
(1982), who reported 10mas projected separation along
PA=21◦ with ∆m = 0.18mag in a filter-less blue channel,
from an event in November 1981. Subsequent attempts by
speckle were either partially successful, being resolved once
with 42mas separation in V band in 1994 but not in two
other observations at similar dates by Mason (1996), and
not by Hartkopf et al. (2012) in y and I filters.
Our data detection of the binary is shown in Fig. 3. At
a GAIA distance of 122 pc, the minimum semi-axis corre-
sponding to the available (projected and non) separations
would imply a period shorter than the span between the few
available measurements. Further observations are needed to
determine orbital elements and dynamical masses. We note
that this star is included in a study that uses simulations
based on Hipparcos and GAIA proper motions to derive con-
straints on orbits and masses of companions to nearby stars
(Kervella et al. 2019).
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Figure 3. Top panel: light curve (dots) for HR 797, and best fit
by binary model with 11.6mas projected separation. The times
of occultation of the A, B components are marked. Bottom panel:
the fit residuals.
3.13 Unresolved sources
The remaining unresolved sources, some of which were ex-
pected to be binary from previous measurements or resolved
in diameter on the basis of their photometry and spectral
type, are briefly discussed in the following. When applicable,
we compute the upper limit on the angular size of the source
using the algorithm described by Richichi et al. (1996), and
the expected angular size of late-type giants and evolved
stars according to the empirical formula by van Belle (1999).
For this group, we do not list here all the references in order
to be more concise.
SAO 93532 was found unresolved also in two previ-
ous LO events. The same applies to SAO 94056 (two LO
events), SAO 93838, SAO 98568, HD 36230 and SAO 78587
(one LO event each). SAO 159887 was a suspected double
in one previous LO event but found unresolved by speckle.
IRC +00008 and IRC -20156 have no previous high angular
resolution observations in the literature and were expected
to be resolved with 2.4 and 2.7mas, respectively. The upper
limits from our light curves are 3.8 and 4.5mas, respectively.
A previous LO event found SAO 78514 as binary with
40mas projected separation and 1:1.7 brightness ratio in the
K band. The event in the present paper shows a ratio < 10
in the I band, which in turn implies a color I − K > 3mag
for the secondary. This would indicate a late M spectral
type. Finally, AX Gem was resolved in a previous LO with
a 3.0mas UD diameter. Our present data, obtained at a
limb position very close to the terminator, do not allow us
sufficient S/N to derive a diameter.
We could derive upper limits on the source size for 9
of the 11 unresolved light curves. The average upper limit
is 3.2mas. For comparison, among the detected binary stars
listed in Table 3, the one with the smallest upper limit on
the angular diameter of the primary is µ Cet, with 0.8mas.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
We have reported on 26 additional LO measurements car-
ried out at Devashtal since our latest paper (Richichi et al.
2018). In addition to the EMCCD on the 1.3-m telescope,
we have also used for the first time the near-IR camera TIR-
CAM2 on the DOT 3.6-m telescope. This instrument was in
a commissioning phase at the time of our observations and
the time sampling as well as other characteristics were not
optimal yet. Of the five events recorded with TIRCAM2, we
have reported here on two with a light curve of sufficient
quality.
Our results include three resolved angular diameters,
two of which are first time measurements of the late-type
stars IRC-20478 and ψ Leo, and one of the well known AGB
star SW Vir. They also include eight small-separation bina-
ries, of which one is a new detection (HR 1860). The rest are
previously known but mostly with very few data points and
all without orbital elements, so that our measurements pro-
vide valuable additions especially for what concerns the flux
ratio and color of the companions. Additionally, we reported
on three LO events of two relatively wide binaries.
Of the remaining 11 unresolved sources, a few where ex-
pected to be resolved either in diameter or as binaries but we
found reasonable justifications for our negative detections.
The mean upper limit on the angular size of the unresolved
sources was about 3mas, and around 1mas in the best cases.
The LO method is confirmed as an ideal technique to
achieve high angular resolution comparable to the most so-
phisticated facilities such as long-baseline interferometry,
even with a relatively small telescope and inexpensive com-
mercial instrumentation. The cost to pay are the obvious
limitations in the choice and repetition of the sources. We
plan to continue our program, and to carry out more near-IR
LO observations with an improved fast mode on TIRCAM2
in the near future.
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